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The end of the twentieth century saw a transition in 
major biology disciplines. Studies shifted from a local 
focus to studying patterns and processes across entire 
continents and biomes1–4. Phylogeography expanded on 
the earlier field of biogeography5,6 by focusing on the cur-
rent distributions of genetic lineages and the historical 
processes that generated them4,7,8. Macroecology inves-
tigated the underlying processes and mechanisms gen-
erating patterns of species abundance, distribution and 
diversity across different scales1,9, while macrophysiology 
investigated global patterns of intraspecific variation in 
physiological traits (such as mammalian basal metabolic 
rate10 and plant leaf characteristics11) and their global 
environmental and geographical predictors2,3,12. These 
fields vastly improved the understanding of natural sys-
tems, with implications for addressing the challenges 
arising from human- mediated global change12,13.

Until recently, analyses in population genetics, evo-
lutionary biology and molecular ecology rarely reached 
broad taxonomic, spatial or temporal scales. Studies 
characterizing intraspecific genetic variation (IGV), which 
encompasses within- population genetic diversity and 
among- population genetic differentiation, usually 
included one or a handful of taxa, sampled at few loca-
tions and distributed irregularly across ecosystems14,15. 
Comparative population genetics and phylogeogra-
phy studies and meta- analyses examining predictors 
of genetic patterns from even tens of species have 

long remained scarce16 owing to the cost of molecu-
lar methods, the logistical constraints inherent to vast 
sampling designs7 and the relatively late adoption of 
meta- analytical approaches by evolutionary disciplines17. 
Since the early 2010s, however, advances in molecular 
biology, data availability, open- access software, remote 
sensing, biostatistics, spatial ecology, comparative phy-
logeography and landscape genetics have paved the way 
for a new field that has been named macrogenetics14.

Macrogenetic studies explore the patterns and pre-
dictors of IGV across many taxa (dozens to thousands) 
at broad taxonomic, spatial, and/or temporal scales14. 
IGV is a key biodiversity facet that reflects the evolu-
tionary history, biological connectivity, adaptability and 
viability of populations, species and communities15,18. 
It may be represented by metrics such as allelic richness, 
heterozygosity, nucleotide diversity, and fixation index 
or by more complex metrics informed by popula-
tion genetics theory such as gene flow estimations or 
effective population sizes (Ne). Predictors that have been 
studied include latitude19–21, environmental factors such 
as climatic variables or habitat productivity22,23, species 
characteristics such as life- history traits19,24,25, and anthro-
pogenic factors, including land use or urbanization20,26,27. 
Examining IGV from a macrogenetic perspective helps 
us to understand the evolutionary processes that gen-
erate, maintain and erode biodiversity, offering a 
precise and rapid account of biodiversity changes in 

Phylogeography
The study of how historical 
events have helped to shape 
the current geographical 
distribution of genetic lineages 
within and among closely 
related species.

Biogeography
The study of the spatiotemporal 
distribution of species, 
communities and ecosystems.

Macroecology
The study of broad- scale 
ecological patterns and 
processes, including topics such 
as metabolic scaling, extinction 
risk and diversity gradients.

Macrophysiology
The study of variation in 
physiological traits for multiple 
species over large geographic 
and temporal scales and the 
ecological implications of this 
variation.
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response to large- scale environmental impacts, and 
ultimately improving biodiversity conservation at the 
within- species and community scales.

In this Review, we first identify three classes of macro-
genetic studies determined by how underlying genetic 
data are obtained (Fig. 1). We describe the transition 
from population genetic studies of single (or few) species  
(or populations) to studies analysing genetic data from 
dozens to thousands of species (for example, 17,082 ver-
tebrate species27) at continental to global scales. We then 
summarize major hypotheses and findings of macro-
genetic studies and highlight important challenges of 
the most recently emerged class of macrogenetic studies 
(that is, Class III; Fig. 1), which is repurposing the vast 
amounts of genetic and predictor data currently available 
to contribute to our understanding of evolutionary biol-
ogy and inform biodiversity conservation. We propose 
future directions, including how to expand and exploit 
macrogenetic findings, and discuss the role of genomics 
in shaping the field moving forwards.

Classes of macrogenetic studies
To better describe common difficulties and best practices  
for macrogenetic studies, we differentiate among three 
classes of macrogenetic studies (Fig. 1). Class I macro-
genetic studies generate raw genetic data for several 
species sampled simultaneously in the same study 
area (for example, reFs28–30; Fig. 1). The multispecies 
genetic data collected typically share a similar sam-
pling design and molecular markers and involve a 

restricted collaborative group of researchers (such as 
the IntraBioDiv Consortium30). Class I studies are typ-
ically limited in taxonomic and spatial breadth because 
they require substantial field and laboratory work and 
associated funding.

Class II macrogenetic studies compile IGV summary 
statistics (such as heterozygosity, allelic richness, fixa-
tion index) from published datasets to evaluate patterns 
across multiple populations and species in relation to 
spatial and/or other environmental factors, includ-
ing through the use of meta- analysis techniques25,31,32 
(Fig. 1). Class II studies tend to have a greater num-
ber of species, taxonomic representation (generally 
50–100 species; Supplementary Table 1, but see reF.25) 
and spatial coverage (continental to global) compared 
to Class I. Although the mixed origins and data types of 
Class II studies may impart challenges in data analysis 
and interpretation (for example, lack of standardization 
of IGV metrics across studies, variation in sampling 
designs or marker types considered), authors can refer 
to the original publications for context, hence offering 
opportunities to incorporate important information 
relevant to the data (such as the marker type used to 
estimate IGV, the delineation of local populations and 
original sample sizes25) to overcome such issues.

Class III macrogenetic studies extract, aggregate 
and re- analyse previously collected genetic data from 
public repositories (such as GenBank, Barcode of Life 
Data system (BOLD)33 or DRYAD) and harvest data 
on potential predictors from global databases (such as 
WorldClim34, Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
(GBIF) or TRY35) to conduct multispecies IGV analy-
ses (Fig. 1). Class III studies use raw data (like Class I); 
however, the large size of the aggregated datasets (for 
example, >10,000 sequences from >1,000 species20) 
means authors rarely refer to the original publication 
for context (unlike Class II) and important information 
is often lost. Class III studies face novel and important 
data challenges due to the variety of data origins, data 
archive issues, and wide taxonomic and spatial coverage. 
However, these studies are growing in number, scale and 
type of repurposed genetic data19–21,23,26,36 and are tackling 
groundbreaking questions. For these reasons, this article 
will focus mainly on Class III macrogenetic studies.

It is noteworthy that the classes of macrogenetic stud-
ies will likely change with the field. Studies can bridge 
multiple classes when the underlying genetic data 
are extracted from multiple sources (Supplementary 
Table 1). Furthermore, our classifications include a small 
number of early studies arising from landscape genetics, 
comparative phylogeography and cross- taxonomic pop-
ulation genetic assessments (Supplementary Table 1) as 
these fields have independently derived ways to conduct 
IGV investigations at large scales37.

The emergence of macrogenetics
Macrogenetics has similarities to other ‘macro’ fields, 
such as macroecology, although it has a distinct history. 
Macroecology emerged from population and commu-
nity ecology, disciplines that were historically based on 
empirical observations and field experiments. Unifying 
theory (such as the unified neutral theory of biodiversity and  
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Intraspecific genetic 
variation
(igV). genetic variation 
observed at the DNA level 
within a species, including within-  
population genetic diversity 
and among-population genetic 
differentiation. it can be 
measured using many metrics, 
including gene diversity, allelic 
richness and nucleotide 
diversity.

Landscape genetics
The study of the effects of the 
environment including recent 
global change (such as climate 
or land- use change) on genetic 
patterns, and of how species 
will adapt to these changes  
on ecological timescales.

Fixation index
A metric indicating the 
nearness of fixation (from  
0 to 1) of a subpopulation (s) 
relative to the total sampled 
population (T), which is 
frequently used to assess 
genetic differences among 
populations.
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biogeography38) was subsequently derived to help 
understand the processes and mechanisms underlying 
the observed macroecological patterns. Macrogenetics 
has taken longer to emerge and it is rooted in popula-
tion genetics, which has an early and well- established 
theoretical foundation. Conceived in the first half 
of the twentieth century39–41, population genetics the-
ory outlines how IGV varies under several population 
models such as the Wright–Fisher model40,41 or the stepping- 
stone model42. Fifty years ago, the coalescent theory43 and 
the neutral theory of molecular variation44 further con-
tributed to our understanding of population genetics 
and IGV as did the subsequent rapid growth of disci-
plines such as phylogeography4,7,8. As empirical data 
accumulated in the 1970–1980s, population geneti-
cists began testing theoretical predictions in natural 

populations45,46 and progressive developments in molec-
ular biology, including PCR47, Sanger sequencing48 
and high- throughput genotyping techniques such as 
restriction site- associated DNA sequencing49, increased the 
capacity to produce massive amounts of DNA sequence 
data cheaply and quickly14,15 (Fig. 2).

Important developments in obtaining genetic data 
were not limited to molecular techniques. Advances in 
non- invasive or minimally invasive sampling50 expanded 
our ability to sample natural populations (such as DNA 
from faeces, urine, skin, mucus, hair, soil, water or air 
samples), while the development of DNA barcoding (and 
metabarcoding) techniques for species identification51,52 
fostered the generation of DNA sequences for many spe-
cies. Lastly, recent improvements in DNA extraction and 
analysis from historical or ancient samples have opened 

Macrogenetics

Test general theories
at broad taxonomic,
spatial or temporal

scales

Class I
Generate raw 
genetic data for 
several species

Class II
Compile genetic 
variability  indices from 
published studies

Class III
Re-analyse multispecies 
raw genetic data from 
public databases
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Predictor data

Remote 
sensing 
data

• Field-based
    data
• Local data

Large online 
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(IUCN, GBIF)

IGV metrics

Single-species population genetic studies
Test species-specific question at restricted spatial or temporal scales

Fig. 1 | What makes a macrogenetic study? Macrogenetic studies investigate genetic patterns across many species and 
across large spatial and/or temporal scales. Genetic data is either generated in situ for multiple species (Class I), extracted 
and summarized from the literature (Class II), or aggregated from data repositories for many populations of multiple species 
(Class III; although not all studies fit neatly in just one category, see Supplementary Table 1). Genetic data is analysed in 
parallel with environmental, ecological or socio- economic predictors that can be based on local data (such as field- based 
data for Class I studies) and/or large- scale data from online databases or remote sensing (notably for Class II and III studies). 
By upscaling traditional single species population genetic investigations, macrogenetic studies are investigating patterns 
and predictors of intraspecific genetic variation worldwide. FST, fixation index; GBIF, Global Biodiversity Information Facility; 
GST, coefficient of genetic differentiation; Hexp, expected heterozygosity; IGV, intraspecific genetic variation; IUCN, 
International Union for Conservation of Nature.

Effective population sizes
(Ne). A concept that helps 
represent how fast a given 
population is expected to  
lose genetic diversity; it is  
often only 10–20% of the 
population census size.

Unified neutral theory of 
ecology and biogeography
A model inspired by the 
neutral theory of molecular 
evolution that explains species 
biodiversity patterns assuming 
ecologically equivalent species.

Wright–Fisher model
A selectively neutral 
mathematical model that 
describes allele frequency 
change across discrete 
generations in an idealized 
population.

Stepping- stone model
A statistical model of 
metapopulation connectivity  
in which each subpopulation 
can only exchange migrants 
with its nearest neighbours. 
This constraint leads to a 
pattern of genetic isolation  
by distance.

Coalescent theory
A theory developed to model 
how allele copies sampled from 
a population originate  
from (coalesce in) a common 
ancestor and used to develop 
neutral expectations and infer 
the demographic history of 
populations.

Neutral theory of molecular 
evolution
A model of evolution that 
assumes that most genetic 
diversity at the molecular  
level in populations and 
species is the result of neutral 
(non- selective) processes such 
as genetic drift and mutation.

Restriction site- associated 
DNA sequencing
A genotyping method whereby 
thousands of short regions 
(100–300 bp) of DNA 
surrounding a restriction 
enzyme site are sequenced 
and variants are identified.

DNA barcoding
A method of identifying what 
species a DNA sample belongs 
to by comparing a particular 
DNA sequence with a database 
containing reference 
sequences of many species.
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museums and herbaria to geneticists, expanding the 
spatial and temporal span of available genetic data53,54. 
Combined, these technical improvements led to a rapid 
increase in the production of DNA sequences (Fig. 2; 
Supplementary Figure 1A) and facilitated the emergence 
of macrogenetics14.

Improvements in genetic data quality, storage, acces-
sibility, sharing and re- use policies have been critical 
for the development of Class III macrogenetic studies 
(Fig. 2). The release of GenBank in 1982 constituted 

one of the earliest bioinformatics open data commu-
nity projects worldwide55. GenBank (in partnership 
with the International Nucleotide Sequence Database 
Collaboration) archives an exponentially increas-
ing amount of genetic data from all organisms. Other 
curated genetic databases (for example, BOLD) have fos-
tered the accumulation of DNA sequences for specific 
loci such as COI for animals or rbcL (also known as cbbL) 
for plants. More recently, general- purpose data repos-
itories, such as Dryad or Figshare, have made refined 
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Macrogenetics matures 
as a discipline 
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Red List launches

Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP) adopted by 
many leading evolution journals; Figshare launches

First global map of mtDNA diversity
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of studies

BOLD, DRYAD launch

GBIF, OBIS launch

High throughput sequencing developed 

Biology

Type of advance

Macrogenetics

Technology

Data infrastructure and policy

Data source (non-genetic)

Cumulative NCBI sequences

Whole-genome sequences

GenBank sequences

Discovery of molecular variants triggers explosion 
of studies of natural variation in populations

First macrogenetics studies published, 
synthesizing allozyme data

Sanger sequencing invented

Sequencing, development of DNA-based 
molecular markers

GenBank goes public

GPS for non-military usage

PCR developed

NASA Earth Observatory launches

Fig. 2 | timeline of key advances underlying the emergence of macrogenetics. Pinpointed are key advances in biology, 
technology, data infrastructure and data policy that have facilitated the emergence of macrogenetics. Also shown is the 
accumulation of publicly accessible genetic data (cumulative number of archived sequences and whole- genome sequences 
in GenBank since its first release; data source: NCBI website, last accessed December 7 , 2020). This accumulation of 
accessible data is fundamental to Class III macrogenetic studies. BOLD, Barcode of Life Data system; GBIF, Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility; GPS, Global Positioning System; mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA; OBIS, Ocean Biodiversity 
Information System.

COI
A mitochondrial DNA gene 
sequence that encodes 
cytochrome C oxidase subunit i 
and is frequently used for 
species identification via DNA 
barcoding in Metazoa.

rbcL (or cbbL)
A plant chloroplast gene 
sequence that encodes 
ribulose bisphosphate 
carboxylase large chain and  
is frequently used for species 
identification via DNA 
barcoding in plants.
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genotypic microsatellite and SNP datasets more acces-
sible, though search, aggregation and re- use of this data 
can be challenging (see ‘Best practices for macrogenetic 
studies’).

Data deposition was further boosted by policies man-
dating accessibility of scientific data such as the Joint 
Data Archiving Policy56 and the Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) guiding principles57. 
These principles emphasize the importance of the 
interoperability and reproducibility of genetic datasets 
and have prompted the curation of associated spatial and 
ecological metadata (for example, in the Genomics 
Observatories Metadatabase (GEOME)58).

Macrogenetic studies, especially those in Class III, 
synthesize available genetic data along with existing 
knowledge and methods from multiple disciplines, 
including landscape genetics, biogeography, comparative 
phylogeography, remote sensing, community ecology 
and biostatistics, among others. Therefore, the growth 
of macrogenetics relies on advancements in informat-
ics (Fig. 2), especially flexible open- source programming 
languages for statistical computing and data mining such 
as R59. The huge increase in the number of multidisci-
plinary R packages (Supplementary Fig. 1), fostered by 
open- source code- sharing platforms such as GitHub, 
now allows researchers to collaborate and conduct an 
increasing number of tasks using a unique environment 
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

Advances in concepts and tools of landscape genetics 
were particularly beneficial to macrogenetics by facil-
itating the testing of environmental predictors of IGV 
patterns at various spatial scales60. Landscape genetic 
studies have revealed how to improve the interpretation 
of complex multivariate correlations among genetic and 
environmental predictors61, progress our understanding 
of the effect of key environmental predictors such as cli-
mate change variables62, and take a temporal view when 
investigating predictor effects on IGV63.

Progress on comparative phylogeography has also 
advanced macrogenetics. Comparative phylogeography 
often handles large- scale multispecific genetic data to 
illustrate how biogeographical and historical processes 
(for example, climate- induced demographic changes or 
vicariance owing to geological features or events, typi-
cally thousands to millions of years ago) determine the 
current spatial distribution of genetic lineages, generally 
among clades or species64,65. Although similar, macro-
genetics differs from comparative phylogeography by 
broadly examining all scales of IGV (spatial, temporal 
and taxonomic scales14) and by having a broader focus 
on recent predictors of observed patterns rather than 
evolutionary history. Nevertheless, comparative phylo-
geography has advanced macrogenetics by facilitating 
large- scale public genetic data repurposing and aggre-
gation methods66,67. It has also helped develop sensi-
tivity analyses aimed at testing sample size issues68 and 
has shown the value of integrating trait- based data into 
explorations based on large- scale genetic data66.

Finally, the emergence of Class III macrogenetic stud-
ies also required robust data to test potential explana-
tory variables, covering the same large spatiotemporal 
and taxonomic scales considered for IGV assessment. 

The development of powerful Geographic Information 
Systems and of scientific research and journals (includ-
ing Scientific Data and GigaScience, among others) 
dedicated to data have facilitated the accessibility of 
spatialized data from a range of disciplines, including 
remote sensing, climatology, community ecology, and 
social and economic sciences. This includes data on cur-
rent and past land use (for example, from LUCAS69 or 
Copernicus Global Land Cover70), variables relating to 
climate (for example, from WorldClim34 or CHELSA) 
and geoscience (for example, from NASA’s Earth 
observatory platform), functional traits (for example 
from TRY35 or PanTHERIA71), community taxonomic 
composition72, and species distributions (for example, 
from GBIF or International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) global databases).

Macrogenetic patterns and predictors
Main hypotheses tested by macrogenetic studies. 
Correlations between species diversity and genetic diver-
sity (as described by the species–genetic diversity correlation  
concept73) is a popular hypothesis that has been explored 
from a macrogenetic perspective (TAble 1). These corre-
lations are hypothesized to be generated by two main, 
though not exclusive, mechanisms. First, elevated genetic 
diversity underlying functional traits in foundation spe-
cies (such as phenology or biochemical composition in 
plant leaves) may promote high species diversity in the 
surrounding community via biotic interactions (for 
example, with herbivorous insects and pollinators), sub-
sequently increasing community stability15,73. Second, the 
same variables that influence species richness and com-
munity taxonomic composition patterns (such as geo-
graphical isolation74) may similarly affect IGV15,73. Early 
investigations of species–genetic diversity correlations that 
were based on a handful of species74,75 have been upscaled 
in recent macrogenetic studies to tens (for example, reF.28) 
and thousands of species22,23,76 (see Supplementary Table 
1 for detailed examples). Global- scale Class III studies 
based on mitochondrial loci detect positive relationships 
between species and genetic diversities in mammals23 and 
fish22. By contrast, a recent preprint highlights a putative 
negative relationship between nuclear genetic diversity 
and species richness in North American mammals, with 
resource availability and habitat heterogeneity governing 
diversity at both genetic and species levels77.

The latitudinal gradient in species diversity is one of 
the oldest patterns recognized in ecology78. There has 
been considerable interest in using macrogenetic stud-
ies to test for latitudinal patterns in IGV (for example, 
reFs20,21,25; TAble 1). Two general hypothesized predictors 
for this pattern prevail. First, long- term climatic stability 
in the tropics may facilitate large and stable population 
sizes with high genetic diversity at low latitudes com-
pared to temperate zones79. Second, high temperatures 
at low latitudes may drive IGV via increased metabolic 
rates, mutation rates and faster generation times79. 
Whether these processes drive congruent patterns across 
nuclear and organellar loci and for neutral and adaptive 
IGV remains unclear80,81. Indeed, some macrogenetic 
studies reveal high IGV in mitochondrial and nuclear 
adaptive DNA markers at low latitudes19–21,27. By contrast, 

Interoperability
in the context of genetic and 
genomic data, refers to the 
ability of different datasets to 
be connected and integrated 
at present and in the future 
owing to standardized formats, 
storage, metadata and 
accessibility.

Species–genetic diversity 
correlation concept
A concept that suggests 
patterns of species and 
intraspecific genetic diversity 
are correlated because they 
both are influenced by the 
same underlying processes 
(such as stochasticity, 
selection, dispersal, speciation 
or mutation) and 
environmental variation.
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others suggest a lack of, or even a negative, relationship 
between nuclear genetic diversity and latitude, empha-
sizing the importance of possible fine- scale drivers and 
putative discordance among molecular markers25,76,77,82 
(TAble 1; Supplementary Table 1).

Environment and life history are also key factors 
affecting IGV patterns although disentangling their 
respective interacting effects on IGV with latitudi-
nal and biogeographic factors is challenging. Classes 
I and II macrogenetic studies were among the first to 

Table 1 | summary of the main scientific questions, hypotheses and findings of published macrogenetic studies

Question Hypothesis summary of main findings Marker types Genetic 
metrics

study number 
reference in 

supplementary 
Table 1

What is the relationship 
between genetic diversity 
and species richness 
(positive, negative, null) 
and what processes  
drive it?

Genetic diversity and species 
richness are shaped by the 
same processes (including 
evolutionary speed, evolutionary 
time or ecological limits) acting 
simultaneously at both levels

mtDNA diversity is positively 
correlated with species 
richness; relationships with 
neutral nuclear diversity are 
unclear

Allozymes, 
mtDNA, SSRs

Div 2,19,42,48,50,53,54,61

Are there gradients in 
genetic diversity and what 
are the causes?

Environmental factors thought to 
underlie species richness gradients 
create parallel gradients in 
genetic diversity; can be explained 
by evolutionary speed and 
energy- richness hypotheses

mtDNA (non- neutral) 
genetic diversity increases 
towards the tropics; no clear 
latitudinal gradient detected 
in neutral nuclear genetic 
diversity

mtDNA, SSRs Div 7,19,29,30,42,48, 

50,52– 54,58

Why does genetic diversity 
differ between species?

Life- history traits that influence Ne 
should cause differences between 
species

Life- history and ecological 
traits that influence Ne affect 
neutral nuclear genetic 
diversity more so than 
historical factors

Genomic data, 
SSRs, AFLPs, 
allozymes, 
mtDNA

Div 3– 6,8– 11,13,14,24, 

28,32,34,35,45,47,49,56

What factors influence 
population structure and 
differentiation?

Traits that affect dispersal and 
gene flow will cause consistent 
differences in population structure 
across species and higher 
taxonomic levels

Isolation by environment is 
more common than isolation 
by distance; dispersal ability, 
habitat specialization, habitat 
connectivity, abundance, 
mating system, geographic 
range size and Ne influence 
patterns of genetic 
differentiation

SSRs, allozymes, 
AFLPs, mtDNA, 
cpDNA

Diff 5,11,12,20,25,27,28, 

33,34,36,39,43,51

What is the relationship 
between genetic diversity 
and population size in 
natural populations?

More abundant species will have 
larger Ne, thus higher genetic 
diversity

Wildlife Ne are often much 
lower than census population 
size; diversity measured 
with neutral nuclear DNA 
markers is positively related 
to population size

SSRs, allozymes, 
mtDNA

Div 15– 17,46

What are the relationships 
between genetic diversity, 
adaptive potential and 
conservation status?

Neutral genetic diversity is 
correlated with genome- wide 
diversity and should be positively 
correlated with adaptive potential; 
threatened species will have lower 
genetic diversity and adaptive 
potential

Molecular markers are only 
weakly correlated with 
adaptive potential; most 
species are negatively 
affected by genetic factors 
before extinction

SSRs, SNPs Div 5,11,12,20,25,27,28, 

33,34,36,39,43,51

Are there broad- scale 
patterns in adaptive 
genetic diversity and what 
drives them?

MHC plays a key role in vertebrate 
parasite resistance; therefore, 
positive selection is expected 
to shape MHC- adaptive genetic 
diversity

Adaptive IGV is higher at low 
latitudes, in small body mass 
mammals and under positive 
selection

MHC gene Div 60

How does human activity 
affect genetic variation?

Fragmentation in urban habitats 
reduces population size  
and connectivity, reducing  
neutral genetic diversity and 
increasing genetic differentiation

Neutral nuclear genetic 
diversity in wild populations 
has decreased since the 
nineteenth century; human 
land- use change consistently 
negatively affects mammalian 
nuclear genetic diversity, 
with species- specific effects 
in amphibians and birds; no 
consistent effects detected  
in mtDNA diversity

SSRs, SNPs, 
mtDNA

Div

Diff

5,21,22,26,40,41, 

43,44,54,55,57

AFLP, amplified fragment length polymorphism; cpDNA, chloroplast DNA; Diff, genetic differentiation metrics (such as estimates of genetic differentiation, 
including the fixation index (FST), coefficient of genetic differentiation (GST) and ΦST); Div, genetic diversity metrics (such as heterozygosity or allelic richness);  
IGV, intraspecific genetic variation; mtDNA, mitochondrial DNA; Ne, effective population size; SSRs, simple sequence repeats (also known as microsatellites).
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broadly examine relationships between IGV and species 
life- history and ecological traits45,83, demonstrating that 
traits influencing Ne (such as body size and trophic level) 
can predict levels of nuclear IGV across taxa (TAble 1).  
A Class III study of 8,955 species19 showed that range 
size, elevation and latitude were stronger predictors 
of mitochondrial IGV than life- history traits and that 
life history contributed minimally to mitochondrial 
IGV in Nearctic amphibians24. Adaptive IGV in genes 
in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) locus 
was shown to vary with latitude and gradients were 
related to life- history traits such as body mass and lit-
ter size in 93 terrestrial mammals21. Class III studies are 
also able to leverage georeferenced data to study spatial 
IGV patterns and how they interact with environ mental 
predictors. In fish, for example, sea surface temperature 
contributed most to mitochondrial IGV patterns in 
marine species, whereas hydrographical region and aver-
age slope were among the dominant factors for fresh-
water species22. Mitochondrial genetic diversity has also 
been shown to co- vary with past rapid climate change 
and to increase with mean annual84 or interannual 
precipitation variability23.

Understanding the effects of anthropogenic activity 
on IGV is an important area of macrogenetic investiga-
tion (TAble 1). Anthropogenic activities are expected to 
decrease genetic diversity by disrupting gene flow, low-
ering Ne and thereby increasing the strength of genetic 
drift85. Class II approaches have explored the impact of 
human land- use change on IGV, reporting both gen-
eral and species- specific effects31,32,86–88. Class III stud-
ies also have heterogeneous and taxon- specific results. 
Mitochondrial IGV was negatively associated with 
human disturbance in amphibians and mammals20, 
while human density and land use had negative effects 
on insects and fish, respectively27. Additional studies 
suggest mammalian mitochondrial IGV may be unre-
lated to human land use23,82, yet neutral nuclear IGV in 
mammals but not in birds or amphibians seems to be 
consistently lower in urban environments26,89. Both posi-
tive and negative temporal trends in mitochondrial IGV 
patterns across taxa during the past four decades were 
reported27, while a Class II study spanning >100 years 
found global trends of genetic diversity loss since the 
1800s88. However, human disturbance does not reduce 
IGV in all populations, especially in stocked species 
(such as harvested fish or ungulates) or species living in 
or around human settlements (for example, bed bugs, 
pigeons, rats or ornamental plants85).

Variability across macrogenetic studies. We see vari-
able and contradictory patterns across macrogenetic 
studies, which is not surprising considering the variety 
of approaches used in each study. Notable patterns of 
IGV are emerging as the number of studies increases, 
especially with regard to marker types84 and taxonomic 
groups82. This observation underscores two important 
future considerations. First, the biological characteris-
tics of genetic marker types (nuclear versus organellar 
and neutral versus non- neutral) must be considered 
fully in study design, analysis and interpretation81. 
Nuclear and organellar DNA have varying relationships 

with population size and demography and neutral IGV 
correlates more strongly with population size and demo-
graphic structure than do non- neutral loci90–92. Second, 
macrogenetics must increasingly consider how species 
traits contribute to diverging IGV patterns. The hetero-
geneous impacts of human activity on IGV may be 
related to species and local population characteristics 
such as dispersal abilities and population connectivity93, 
which current global datasets may not detect.

Current macrogenetic studies demonstrate a lack of 
strong global relationships between IGV patterns and 
predictors. Often, less than 20% of IGV is explained by 
chosen predictors (for example, reFs22,26). It is unclear if 
this phenomenon is biological, driven by weak predic-
tors or is an artefact of the analytical constraints (detailed 
in ‘Best practices for macrogenetic studies’). First, weak 
IGV patterns may arise because of the cumulative effect 
of multiple predictors acting asynchronously over time 
or space. The impact of one predictor on a population’s 
gene pool may be obscured by the effect of others acting 
at another time or place on the same gene pool. Second,  
a mismatch between mutation rates, generation intervals, 
evolutionary history and selection timescales may limit 
the detectable effects of predictors on IGV. Specifically, 
temporally and spatially consistent predictors (such as 
latitude and species- specific life- history traits) or past 
biogeographical processes (such as glacial cycles and col-
onizations) might have deeply affected IGV because they 
can act over multiple generations. By contrast, predic-
tors acting at more recent eco- evolutionary timescales 
(such as land- use change) might have acted upon too 
few generations to induce detectable effects on IGV. This 
is particularly true for environmental change predictors, 
which can experience delayed evolutionary responses94. 
Third, mismatches between the distribution of genetic 
data and the geographic area affected by fine- scale 
predictors (such as river slope and human population 
density) might also obscure predictor effects.

Best practices for macrogenetic studies
In this section, we review conceptual and methodolog-
ical challenges in macrogenetics and provide guidelines 
for future research. Given the nature of this emerging 
field, some of our recommendations are based on ration-
ales or theoretical knowledge. Nevertheless, the future 
needs of macrogenetics include testing these guidelines 
across a range of data types and taxonomic groups. We 
organize key points according to an idealized workflow 
for Class III macrogenetic studies (box 1).

Framing the question and acquiring data. Data from 
Class III studies are generally aggregated from different 
sampling events and locations to obtain analytical units 
with sufficient sample sizes or time series lengths, with 
the ultimate goal of creating a dataset that is representa-
tive and appropriate for the research question. However, 
aggregating genetic samples across space or time intro-
duces the risk of evaluating spatiotemporal resolutions 
that do not match the scale at which population genetic 
processes operate95. Spatially aggregated data may not 
correspond to biologically meaningful units (such as 
populations or synchronous generations) or reflect 
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sub- scale biological processes, which could potentially 
lead to erroneous conclusions95. A first step in Class III 
studies should be to estimate the capacity to detect the 
effects of predictors on IGV across the hypothesized 
spatiotemporal scales (box 1).

Power analyses and exploratory simulations can val-
idate whether available datasets are suitable in sample 
size (for example, reF.19) or marker type and number 
(for example, reF.96). Conducting analyses at different 
spatial scales (for example, by varying distance thresh-
olds when aggregating georeferenced genetic data21,27) 
will help evaluate the robustness of IGV patterns to 
uneven sampling effort and uncertainties in predictor 
data. Rarefaction analyses, in which the amount of geno-
type or sequencing data are varied to calculate IGV26,27, 
or randomized subsampling procedures testing for  
the effect of sample size on IGV24, will help determine the 
minimum data necessary for each analytical unit (that 
is, populations or other data aggregates) to accurately 

capture the effects of the predictors of interest. Genetic 
data simulators (such as fastsimcoal97 and Nemo98) or 
specific tools (such as the R package HACSim99) can 
also be used to design sampling schemes prior to data 
collection. Genetic simulations could indeed evaluate 
genetic marker or sample size suitability as well as the 
expected effects of confounding predictors.

When conducting global macrogenetic investiga-
tions, we also recommend applying minimum coverage 
(for example, 30–50%100) of each taxon’s geographic 
range to accurately capture species- wide spatial IGV 
patterns (for example, by sampling populations per-
sisting in different habitat types or both the edge and 
central portions of the taxon’s distribution). Covering a 
minimum proportion of the distribution increases the 
probability that genetic structure is correctly detected 
and not obscured or biased by sampling issues. We also 
recommend using minimum sample sizes to ensure that 
analytical units are informative and can be compared 

Box 1 | Workflow for class iii macrogenetic studies

we recommend a framework of best practices and important questions that authors should consider when conducting  
a Class iii macrogenetic study (though many of them can also be useful when conducting Classes i and ii studies).  
these criteria are essential to assess data quality, suitability and the robustness of findings, which are core to the correct 
interpretation and communication of results.

1. Frame the question

•	Marker: what is the intraspecific genetic variation (iGv) metric of interest (for example, neutral diversity, adaptive diversity)?

•	scope: what taxa will you work with? what is the temporal extent?

•	scale: are sampling units species, populations or grid cells? are covariate data available at desired resolution?  
are appropriate temporal baselines available?

2. acquire data

•	Databases:	Are	there	systematic	biases	in	the	data	(for	example,	only	unique	variants	archived;	see	Table 2)?

•	systematic search and filtering: Develop pertinent keywords and inclusion criteria (for example, exclude invasive 
species). set quality thresholds (such as minimums for sequences or species per grid cell, individuals per population). 
are required data metadata available (for example, georeferenced)? are there cultural sensitivities or other ethical 
considerations in reusing the data?

3. assemble data

•	aggregating data: it is appropriate to combine different markers, taxa or data from varied spatiotemporal coverage?

•	Georeferencing: Develop consistent georeferencing methods (such as coordinates in metadata, GeoNames search).

•	iGv metrics: ensure the iGv metric is appropriate (for example, standardized for variable sample size, is it comparable 
across species?)

4. analyse data

•	Confounds and biases: account for factors that could bias analyses (such as species traits, phylogeny). Check and 
control for spatial or temporal autocorrelation.

5. interpret and communicate

•	restrict inference: Be careful not to overgeneralize results based on the data used. Does interpretation line up with the 
original question, with sufficient evidence?

•	Open data: Macrogenetics relies on open data. it is important that supporting information, datasets and core data are 
shared publicly.

5

Perform power 
analyses or 
simulations 
prior to 
choosing data

Aim to address 
hypotheses 
across several 
landscapes or 
regions

Consider contacting 
original authors (to 
verify or enhance 
metadata), indigenous 
communities and 
other bodies with 
governance over data

Are data 
sufficient?

Interpret and
communicateAnalyze dataAssemble dataAcquire data

Frame the
question

!1 2 3 4
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across space, taxa and/or time. Ideally, aggregates should 
represent local populations, metapopulations or other-
wise genetically connected biogeographically mean-
ingful divisions (for example, drainages for freshwater 
organisms22,95). Merging disconnected gene pools will 
conceal within- population effects of genetic drift: inde-
pendently drifting populations may lose considerable 
IGV but when examined as a group will show no loss, 
on average, as a result of random fixation of different 
alleles across each population101.

Assembling the data. When aggregating samples for 
analysis, the dispersal abilities (that is, the functional 
connectivity, sensu102), generation times and lifespan of 
species should be incorporated into analyses (TAble 2). 
For example, pooling samples beyond species- specific 
mean dispersal distances increases the risk of merg-
ing distinct gene pools into a single sample. Sensitivity 
analyses can be used to validate aggregation decisions, 
for example, by assessing trends with and without high- 
dispersing or migratory species26. Linking IGV to envi-
ronmental predictors can also be complicated by partial  
sampling of the range of a species (such as sampling only 
the breeding range of a migratory species): conditions 
experienced by the species outside of the sampled area 
(for example, habitat loss in the non- breeding range) 
may affect IGV without a clear link to environmental 
conditions within the study area. For temporal studies, 
the number of generations elapsed should be considered 
instead of years (TAble 2) as the time for populations to 
reach genetic equilibrium after a disturbance depends  
on generations rather than elapsed time103. Taxa with 
long generation intervals and lifespans may show weaker 
associations to selective or demographic changes104 
than species that have multiple generations per year 
and the effect of overlapping generations should also be 
considered when assessing genetic turnover (TAble 2).

Researchers should also be cognisant of locus- specific 
effects80. While mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data are 
abundant for animals, the maternal inheritance and dif-
fering selection pressures of mtDNA make it less illustra-
tive of genome- wide IGV than nuclear DNA data81,90,105. 
For macrogenetic questions concerned with neutral, 
genome- wide IGV, it is best practice to use nuclear 
DNA26 or combine inferences from multiple marker 
types (including neutral and adaptive gene markers)90,105. 
COI sequences, for example, should be used to address 
questions about interspecific animal phylogeographic 
patterns and not IGV (for example, reFs67,96). However, 
we note that the lack of easily accessible nuclear genetic 
data from centralized databases currently limits their use. 
Variation in mtDNA sequences is interesting from other 
perspectives, especially given their potential importance 
for climatic adaptation106. Accordingly, mtDNA loci, not 
limited to COI and CYTb, can be treated as indicators of 
adaptive IGV (as in reF.21 for MHC genes) or to address 
questions specific to mitochondrial biology81.

Analysing the data. Systematic biases in data acquisition 
may be introduced by inconsistent archiving practices, 
taxonomic biases and sampling gaps in publicly available 
data (especially for COI95,107; TAble 2). For example, it is 

common for only unique, consensus or newly discov-
ered haplotypes to be deposited in genetic repositories, 
producing an inaccurate depiction of IGV across space 
and time95. Data often come predominantly from North 
America and Europe88 and easily sampled species, leading 
to under- sampled biodiversity- rich regions20 (Table S1). 
Baseline IGV values collected in the past 30–40 years 
may also mask important IGV changes over time due to 
shifting baselines108. Indeed, significant levels of IGV may 
have already been lost before the first collection date of 
samples. Including historical, ancient or museum DNA 
where available may provide a better reference (box 2). 
Lastly, when examining temporal IGV trends, authors 
must recognize that local extinctions equate to 100% 
local IGV losses that are not easily accounted for because 
of the lack of genetic samples at present times.

It is also essential in macrogenetic studies to iden-
tify and address potential confounding factors such as 
species- specific traits, historical glaciation patterns, phy-
logeny and environmental heterogeneity (for example, 
through increased use of advanced statistical frame-
works; see ‘Future macrogenetic studies’). Explanatory 
factors such as International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) Red List status, non- equilibrium popu-
lation trends and invasive status should be included as 
predictors or random variables in model design. Spatial 
structure in genetic data (such as isolation by distance) 
should also be accounted for in statistical models that use 
covariates or spatially explicit random effects (for exam-
ple, by using distance- based Moran’s Eigenvector Maps26 
or generalized additive models82). As discussed above, 
biases arising from spatial heterogeneity and autocorre-
lation in sampling effort should also be considered109 and 
summary statistics or analyses that are robust to variable 
sample size (for example, by using rarefaction, interpo-
lation or extrapolation using coverage estimates) should 
be chosen (TAble 2) to minimize noise effects associated 
with repurposed genetic data.

Appropriately interpreting and communicating results. 
Macrogenetic studies are often analytically challenging, 
especially when data are repurposed and synthesized, 
making transparency and reproducibility paramount. To 
ensure data are reusable and reproducible, researchers 
should carefully annotate their analytical pipeline, curate 
important metadata, and make scripts and all final data-
sets available upon publication. When possible, research-
ers should incorporate traditional ecological knowledge 
in identifying predictors and acknowledge traditional 
land holders58,110,111. It is also important to avoid over-
extending the conclusions drawn from macrogenetic 
studies, which could have far- reaching conservation 
implications95,112. The recent emergence of macrogenet-
ics, the heterogeneous and scale- dependent conclusions 
found to date, and the diversity of potential confounding 
factors necessitate a careful approach in future studies.

Future macrogenetic studies
For macrogenetics to fulfil its potential, several data and 
knowledge gaps require filling and there is a need for 
improved cross- method collaboration and integration 
(box 3).

Shifting baselines
The phenomenon whereby 
each generation of humans 
loses perception of biodiversity 
change by assuming that the 
biological state they observed 
at early stages of their lives or 
careers was the norm. Working 
under these misassumptions 
could fuel the use of incorrect 
baselines in temporal studies.
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Table 2 | constraints, challenges and recommendations for future macrogenetic studies

constraints/limitations Resulting challenges Recommendations Refs

Aggregating genetic samples 
across biologically unrealistic 
spatial and temporal scales

IGV patterns are obscured by combining 
samples from genetically divergent populations 
that have different evolutionary histories, Ne or 
selective environments

Ensure that grouped samples are from 
interbreeding populations (for example,  
test for cryptic substructure or immigrants)

19,20,22,95

Group only samples collected within comparable, 
biologically realistic periods (for example, 
synchronous generations) when building 
spatial and/or temporal analytical units for IGV 
representation
Include spatiotemporal metadata when 
depositing novel genetic data

Years as temporal unit in time 
series

Temporal samples separated by calendar years 
may not be independent if their generations 
overlap (for example, as for species with long 
generation times and lifespan); this may result 
in temporal autocorrelation and risk creating 
spurious genetic signals

Sample non- overlapping generations 95,146

Use generations instead of years as the unit  
of time span separating temporal samples
If possible, include historical and/or ancient 
samples (for example, from museums or herbaria) 
to increase the temporal scale of the baseline

Short or recent time frame  
for temporal analyses of IGV

Timeframes that cover too few generations may 
capture little genetic change by having low 
statistical power; time series based on relatively 
recent samples may miss the period of impact 
(owing to shifting baselines; Box 2)

Increase sample size to improve the 
signal- to- noise ratio, use high- diversity markers

94,147,148

Where possible, use pre- impact samples such 
as ancient DNA or samples from museums or 
herbaria
Consider temporal frequency of sampling  
for robust trend analyses

Use of only one marker or of 
an unsuitable marker for IGV 
characterization

A single marker gives only that marker’s 
perspective on evolution; mitochondrial 
markers (such as COI) and other plasmid markers 
are unsuitable for overall IGV assessments 
(for example, owing to maternal inheritance 
for mitochondrial loci); neutral markers are 
unsuitable for assessing adaptive IGV; adaptive 
markers and genes are unsuitable for overall IGV 
estimations

When possible, use multiple markers, including 
nuclear DNA

19,20,22,26,36, 

67,90,95,96,105

Consider analysing single mitochondrial markers 
(such as COI) as phylogenetic or phylogeographic 
data, rather than IGV
Use loci mapped to a reference genome 
for genomics questions (for example, local 
adaptation) when useful and feasible
Use the most appropriate marker (for example, 
nuclear markers for overall IGV assessments; 
functional genes for adaptive IGV)

Small or unequal sample sizes Small or unequal samples violate assumptions 
of associated statistical models and obscure 
temporal trends or spatial genetic variance

Conduct power analyses to explore the effects  
of varying sample sizes and/or time points

19,20,22,26,67,96

Retain only populations with equal sample 
numbers for population genetic analyses
Use rarefaction- based IGV metrics (such as allelic 
richness) or other procedures that correct for 
unequal sample sizes
Test for sampling effects (such as bias and low 
precision)

Inclusion of invasive, harvested, 
stocked, supplemented, 
bottlenecked, or hybridized 
populations or species

Introduces variability in population dynamics 
and IGV and creates patterns that are 
unrepresentative of natural populations, 
generating noise and/or bias

Remove heavily managed species or run models 
both with and without these samples

19,20,22,149

Include IUCN Red List status or other species 
management descriptor as a variable in models
Deposit metadata on status of population with 
genetic data
Remove (or statistically control for) bottlenecked 
populations

Taxonomic and geographic bias Species and locations in North America and 
Europe are over- represented and other regions 
are severely under- represented, obscuring 
global patterns and predictors of IGV

Exercise caution in interpreting results of global 
analyses and qualify results to readers and 
stakeholders

20,88,150

Call for increased sampling efforts to improve 
global coverage
Facilitate capacity- building in under- represented 
regions
Sub- sample data to test for the effect of regional 
and/or phylogenetic over- representation  
(for example, rarefaction)

Use of nucleotide diversity (π) as 
a metric of IGV

π has low sensitivity to change over short 
temporal scales

Use haplotype diversity or richness as markers  
of IGV

151

COI, cytochrome c oxidase subunit I; IGV, intraspecific genetic variation; IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature; Ne, effective population size.
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Improving publically available genetic data. Poor meta-
data (for example, lack of location and sampling date) 
necessitates the exclusion of many genetic datasets from 
Class III macrogenetic studies (for example, studies 
have reported that 40–73% of suitable data were sub-
sequently excluded from analysis owing to insufficient 
or undisclosed metadata20,22,23,26,113). Such gaps are sig-
nificantly worse in some taxa (for example, 95% of 
amphibian sequences have no sampling year27,113). It is 
essential to enrich these datasets and rapidly expand 

the scope and robustness of macrogenetic studies. The 
minimum metadata required for genetic sequence data 
has been defined as the MIxS standards by the Genomic 
Standards Consortium114 and includes the sampling 
date, geographic location (preferably decimal latitude 
and longitude) and environment (for example, biome, 
feature or material, depending on the nature of the 
investigation).

Instead of improved public metadata availability, the 
scope and robustness of several macrogenetic studies 
have been achieved through study- specific retroactive 
metadata enrichment. For example, many macrogenetic 
studies20,22,23,26 converted metadata place names to spatial 
coordinates using dedicated tools (such as GeoNames). 
Alternatively, public archives can be directly improved 
through large manual enrichment initiatives (for exam-
ple, reF.96). The uptake of better metadata stewardship 
practices115 and infrastructures (such as GEOME58) 
should minimize the amount of missing metadata within 
future novel genetic datasets.

Class III macrogenetic studies should be expanded 
to understudied phylogenetic groups, including plants, 
fungi and algae. These groups present different or 
variable genomic features (such as ploidy), reproduc-
tive strategies, and evolutionary histories (such as 
genome duplications) that may drive differences in 
local diversity patterns and the relative importance of 
predictors. Temporal macrogenetic plant studies are 
also important because of the widespread decline of 
native plant species116 but no Class III plant macro-
genetic study exists to date. There are more than  
108,000 plant species (about one- third of all known 
plant species) with sequences in GenBank117, represent-
ing a huge opportunity for macrogenetic assessments. 
However, plants are challenging to integrate into the 
macrogenetics framework because of their widely vari-
able lifespans and the challenges that chloroplast DNA 
barcodes pose to researchers (for example, the lack 
of a single universal barcode locus for all plants and 
variable mutation rates within and across species118).  
Taxonomic expansion can be advanced through 
exploiting taxonomic-specific databases (for exam-
ple, CartograTree for trees119) or through initiatives to 
improve taxon- specific metadata.

To circumvent issues arising from geographic data 
gaps, future macrogenetic studies should also test 
hypotheses over smaller regions with a large quantity of 
high- quality data, rather than over global extents (sup-
ported by regional databases such as MacroPopGen120). 
Smaller spatial scales, such as continents or subconti-
nents, may be more appropriate for testing certain 
predictors and can help reduce confounding biologi-
cal influences (such as biogeographic and disturbance 
histories in North America26) or technical issues (such 
as mismatches between data and predictor resolution) 
that can obscure macrogenetic trends over larger spatial 
scales. Smaller spatial scales can facilitate improvement 
in predictor data, allowing a transition from repurpos-
ing sparse low- resolution global environmental data 
(such as weather station- based climatic variables34) 
to fine- resolution data that is more representative of 
the conditions a species experiences (for example, 

Wallacean shortfall
The scientific knowledge gap 
on the geographical species 
distributions, driven by the 
unequal global species 
presence or absence in formal 
survey efforts.

Box 2 | Baselines to test hypotheses

temporally focused macrogenetic studies aim to test how genetic diversity has 
changed over time27,88 or across generations152. to successfully measure change,  
a ‘baseline’ is required that represents conditions before the impact being studied. 
However, there is relatively limited sequencing data available prior to the 1990s,  
which is long after the start of many important stressors. therefore, good baselines are 
unlikely to be found in existing publicly available datasets. Many temporal studies also 
use a single historical baseline88 but this can drive misleading results if genetic trends 
are variable over time.

Poor baselines can have large effects
the appropriate baseline will depend on the question being asked. the baseline for 
‘what impact has highway construction had on these populations’ (for example, reF.153) 
will be different from ‘to what extent have humans cumulatively impacted the genetic 
diversity of all wildlife’ (for example, reF.27). as intraspecific genetic variation (iGv) is 
not lost linearly149 and stressors often have a gradual and cumulative cross- generational 
impact, the time span to observe change may be longer than anticipated and should be 
measured as generations elapsed and not simply years.

an ideal study to examine temporal genetic diversity change in a single species  
would measure >30 individuals154 (fewer if genome- wide sNP data is available) from  
a population at a time point pre- dating the impact of interest and measure the same 
number of samples from the current population. samples at multiple time points  
before and after the impact would better capture natural variation in genetic indices155. 
However, very few sets of such temporal samples exist. archived samples are limited  
in number, irregular in time, and geographically and taxonomically biased even in the 
best- represented areas and taxa126. to evaluate the usefulness of available samples, 
simulations can test whether the time frame, frequency of sampling, sample size and 
genetic markers have sufficient power to detect different degrees of change in genetic 
indices (see reF.156; suitable software includes serial simCoal157 and Nemo98).

analysing time series of iGv in a macrogenetic study has further challenges. in addition 
to the issues common to all macrogenetic studies (uneven sampling and differing quality 
and quantity of data across populations and species), temporal studies will likely have a 
variable quality of historical baselines (owing to sample quality, quantity and evenness) 
and span unequal numbers of generations across species. the effects of such patchy 
datasets are unclear but they could obscure iGv patterns and potential drivers, resulting 
in misleading conclusions95. again, simulations could be used to explore these effects 
and help outline idealized temporal macrogenetic datasets.

collecting data for the future
Building baselines for the future through standardized sampling initiatives across large 
geographical (or environmental) gradients, followed by archiving of such samples in 
museums is essential for the future of macrogenetics. although there is increasing use  
of historical collections for sequencing, very few contemporary samples are concurrently 
collected and archived, which is causing a temporal gap that may render important 
baselines inaccessible to future research. to accommodate contemporary samples, 
increased investment in museum infrastructure is needed. such investments would  
also facilitate macrogenetic studies, for example, by linking digital sample records with 
existing sequencing data and pre- emptively categorizing other samples as available for 
sequencing. Metadata from museum, herbaria and other archived specimens can also 
support macrogenetic studies by outlining historical species distributions and providing 
life- history data (such as phenotype) for elusive species.

standardized field sample expeditions or local initiatives will also ensure macrogenetic 
studies can expand into new geographic areas and biomes. as there may be poor existing 
knowledge, systematic sampling will help ensure the species distributions are accurately 
captured (addressing the Wallacean shortfall) and will limit biases that could easily arise 
from any large taxonomic knowledge gaps (the linnean shortfall)158.
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microclimatic data121). Such predictor data improve-
ments will increase study power and help determine if 
weak macrogenetic trends are biologically meaningful 
or a product of poor predictor data.

More spatially targeted studies may further enable 
explicit hypothesis- testing approaches to be used; for 
instance, making use of geographic or environmental 
gradients that are repeated across the land (for exam-
ple, altitudinal gradients) and in the oceans (for example, 

bathymetric gradients) to provide study replicates.  
Such macrogenetic approaches may allow us to under-
stand if, and why, different trends are found across 
markers, taxa and species with different life- history 
traits. Nevertheless, it is also important to expand the 
geographical focus beyond high gross domestic pro-
duct countries via rapidly increasing sequencing efforts 
and capacity- building122. Field expeditions deploying 
metagenomic (or metabarcoding) approaches with 

Linnean shortfall
The scientific knowledge gap 
for described species, that is, 
the gap between the number 
of formally described species 
and the greater number that 
actually exist.

Box 3 | extending the reach of macrogenetics with complementary approaches

the classes of macrogenetic studies need greater integration with  
each other and with simulations, predictive modelling and systematic 
conservation planning (see Box figure).

integrating classes of macrogenetic studies. Class iii studies have 
highlighted taxonomic and geographic gaps in available genetic data,  
thus identifying high- priority areas for future Class i studies, which provide 
increased power through standardized sample sizes, molecular markers, 
explanatory variables and sampling locations. Class i studies better account 
for shared geological and climatic settings and ensure the collection of 
high- quality predictor data. For instance, the intraBioDiv consortium 
sampled 27 alpine plant species30, helping test the influence of soil type, 
temperature, species diversity and traits at high spatial resolution on 
intraspecific genetic variation (iGv)28,29. this approach should be replicated 
in numerous regions of the world. environmental DNa will soon allow 
multispecies iGv parameter estimation (for example, reFs159,160) facilitating 
novel Class i studies. autonomous environmental DNa sampling techniques 
(for example, drones or autonomous underwater vehicles161) can help close 
sampling gaps and facilitate the assessment of cryptic and understudied taxa.

Class ii studies provide vital information and should be considered  
when planning Class iii studies; they have often already identified putative 
predictors and influential traits for iGv and the impact of factors such as 
harvest87 or habitat fragmentation32 on iGv (see supplementary table 1). 
For example, habitat fragmentation was found to reduce iGv and 
outcrossing rates, especially in fragments isolated for more than 50 years86 
(see also reFs31,162). Class ii studies thus provide expected effect sizes for 
simulations and study design planning.

integrating museomics. Museomics integrates historical samples into 
temporal macrogenetic analyses, hence providing baselines (box 2) to 
compare with contemporary values or to be used for starting values in 
simulations. space- for- time substitutions do not replace true baselines 
because they are confounded by natural variation in iGv across a species’ 

range. in one example, museum collections spanning ~100 years were  
used to evaluate country- wide trends of genetic erosion in two species  
of butterflies53. integrating museomics into all three Classes is needed  
but will be a statistical challenge if samples are scattered and baselines  
are unequal.

integrating simulations. Besides their potential for power analysis and 
study design99,163, simulations can be used to test macrogenetic hypotheses 
in silico164. For example, simulations can examine if large- scale phenomena 
such as Late Quaternary glaciations (that is, range shifts) drive iGv 
patterns across species96,165. they can also be used to test network 
complexity effects on spatial iGv patterns131. individual- based, realistic 
simulations can also identify putative traits (such as dispersal and mating 
system) driving iGv patterns. However, simulations are not suitable for 
testing multispecies–iGv relationships or the evolutionary speed23 or 
red Queen hypothesis because they lack sufficient realism (such as 
complex multispecies interactions) and scale. Parameters and starting 
values for future simulations can come from Class ii studies. simulations 
can also be used to forecast iGv changes based on the results from all 
Classes of studies, including climate change effects, species diversity 
erosion and human impacts.

integrating predictive models. Conservation and management (including 
spatial conservation planning, policy and management) can be informed  
by all Classes of macrogenetic studies via predictive models. as yet, 
however, findings from macrogenetic studies have rarely been applied to 
conservation problems directly, although they have informed conservation 
policy documents (for example, the intergovernmental science- Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and ecosystem services (iPBes) evaluations  
of Nature’s contribution to People (NCP)88) and ecosystem restoration 
planning152,162. Macrogenetic studies have exciting potential to help 
prioritize and protect highly imperilled regions or taxa, especially if applied 
to larger datasets than has been done so far (for example, 6–20 species18,138).

Class I
• Test local predictors of IGV 
    with less noise

Classes II and III
• Identify spatiotemporal gaps
• Test broad-scale predictors 
    of IGV

Simulations
• Test sampling strategy and scale
• Generate null expectations
• Test hypotheses directly

Predictive models
• Forecast IGV patterns under 
    different scenarios

Museomics
• Expand sampling
• Generate temporal baselines 
    of past IGV

Macrogenetics

Guide predictor
choice

Test temporal
IGV change

Guide sampling
to fill gaps

Quantify 
effect sizes

Guide 
future work

Identify
parameters

Inform study
design

Parameterize temporal
simulations

Calibrate models with
baseline scenarios 
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standardized sampling protocols at large scales (such 
as the Tara expedition for oceanic microorganisms123) 
could also expand macrogenetics into new, historically 
underexplored, ecosystems.

Expanding and complementing macrogenetics. 
Multispecies genetic studies encompassing a large spa-
tial scale (that is, Class I studies) will play an increasing 
role in the near future as will macrogenomics (boxes 3,4). 
These approaches can address macrogenetic and/or 
macrogenomic hypotheses more directly and have 
high power when sampling across predictor gradients 
or cross- category pairings124. While costs have limited 
these studies to tens of species previously, consortiums 
and large government projects are overcoming this 
limitation. For example, the California Conservation 
Genomics Project is examining genomic patterns in 
200 species with 150 samples each, a study scale that 
was previously unimaginable. Incorporation into long- 
term or governmental species monitoring will advance 
macrogenetics while improving the monitoring itself125. 
In turn, this will help increase and strengthen available 
temporal genetic data by establishing genetic baselines 
for future evaluations of IGV change.

Sequencing of historical or ancient samples will also 
be necessary to address temporally relevant macroge-
netic hypotheses54,95. Public databases often start in or 
after the 1980s, which is too late to establish pre- impact 
baselines; thus, we need to look at sample archives that 
date back as far as the 1800s (boxes 2,3). Unfortunately, 
historical DNA samples are often degraded and require 
substantial expertise, specialized facilities, large natural 
history collections and substantial financial support 
(which is typically only possible in high gross domestic 
product countries)126. Such studies are often opportun-
istic and geographically biased yet data from all coun-
tries and regions, particularly those rich in biodiversity 
(such as equatorial countries20), are needed for testing 
macrogenetic predictors. A global museomics initiative 
that enables the acquisition of skills and equipment for 
sequencing historical samples from herbaria, museums 
and other natural history collections is important for 
capacity- building122,127. Scientists should also consider 
sharing or advertising biological samples on platforms 
such as Otlet, CryoArks or GEOME and have plans for 
long- term (50+ years) archiving in museums, herbaria 
or other collections128. Collaborative research infra-
structures for natural science collections such as the 
Distributed System of Scientific Collections (DiSSCO) 
can help streamline efforts even further.

To achieve a better understanding of macrogenetic  
patterns and processes, future studies should use cross-  
method approaches (box 3). Coupling macrogenetics 
with simulations is one such approach. Simulations 
could be parameterized using data (such as temperature 
or human density effects) from macrogenetic studies to 
forecast the future effects of environmental change or 
extreme events. Furthermore, simulations can be used 
to test some macrogenetic hypotheses without any real 
genetic data (box 3).

It is not yet clear if an absence of consistent and 
strong macrogenetic patterns is driven by actual weak 
predictors or is because of poor data and scaling issues. 
The above recommendations and complementary 
approaches, coupled with increased use of advanced 
statistical frameworks such as causal analyses129,130, 
machine learning procedures19,24,131 or approximate 

Box 4 | towards macrogenomics

it is becoming increasingly affordable to produce genome- wide marker data and make 
it available in public archives. therefore, we predict the rapid advancement of all 
classes of macrogenomics studies in the coming years. the advantages of 
macrogenomics are clear but the transition to genomic data also poses new challenges.

Advantages of macrogenomics.
access to numerous, densely distributed markers with associated genomic data will 
allow researchers to accurately characterize genome- wide intraspecific genetic 
variation (iGv)166, ensuring that researchers can adjust their marker set to their 
question; that is, to target putatively adaptive variation that is functional or under 
selection, candidate genes and/or orthologues, or neutral markers (such as non- coding 
regions). this increased accuracy and precision of measures of iGv will allow 
researchers to identify finer patterns, such as subtle genetic structure, and directly 
examine loci under selection. statistical power will also increase with the higher marker 
number and may allow researchers to sample fewer individuals per location167, reducing 
costs or enabling more sampling locations.

challenges of transitioning to macrogenomics.
•	Computational cost: Genomics remains computationally costly and requires expertise 

for data production and analysis, limiting the accessibility of macrogenomics to 
research groups with access to large computer clusters, reliable internet and substantial 
local file storage, potentially exacerbating geographic data disparity. access to cloud 
computing and local capacity- building would help address this challenge.

•	expertise: Bioinformatics and genomic data expertise is imperative for macrogenomic 
study success because there are no standard genomic data processing pipelines; thus, 
researchers must have an understanding of the effects of using different analysis steps168 
and data types169 on analytical outcomes. For example, the different sequencing or 
genotyping- by- sequencing methods used across projects (such as pooled sequencing, 
restriction site- associated DNa sequencing or low coverage resequencing) and over 
time (such as changes in read length or technology170) may produce false biological 
trends known as ‘batch effects’ (for example, reF.171). Batch effects can be tested for by 
including technical variables (such as sequencing chemistry) in downstream analyses.

•	software: Different variant detection and genotype calling methods (for example, 
cohort/joint or genotype likelihood calling168) and filters (for example, minor allele 
frequency spectrum172) may obscure biological trends or render data incomparable. 
as sequencing costs fall, the transition towards whole- genome sequencing will 
reduce differences in sequencing approaches but the software challenges will remain. 
reprocessing the raw sequencing read files in a standard pipeline may be necessary 
to address this but is computationally costly. therefore, subsets of data (for example, 
25% of individuals) could be reprocessed at first and compared to the original variant 
files to identify if major biological differences are present. if data are reanalyzed, all 
parameter choices in the data analysis workflow (such as software version and variant 
filters) should be recorded to facilitate analysis replication when additional data 
become available173. simulations can also be used to evaluate the impact of different 
variant filters (for example, reF.172). simulations may be particularly valuable to Class iii 
studies if inconsistent data types have been archived (that is, sNP calls, filtered sNP 
calls, or sequencing reads) rendering universal reprocessing impossible.

•	reference genomes: variation in reference genome quality, specifically contig length 
or continuity174, heavily impacts analyses using sliding windows or length- based 
statistics such as runs of homozygosity. Calculating metrics as proportions of contig 
size may account for these effects175.

•	Genome variation: variation in genome ploidy across many taxonomic groups or across 
the life cycle of a species, gene duplication, transposable elements, mutation rate, 
marker linkage and chromosome size may introduce a number of biases with currently 
unknown consequences. several of these genomic processes or phenomena show a 
strong taxonomic signal. Disentangling their biological effects from systematic errors 
may be possible by checking if predictors correlate with genome assembly quality, 
examining only well- characterized (often exonic) genomic regions, and filtering sNPs 
that violate Hardy–weinberg equilibrium, have spurious heterozygosity, or show 
extreme sequencing depth.
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Bayesian computations63,132 will allow us to explore the 
drivers of macrogenetic patterns and to predict how they 
might shift in response to environmental change, hence 
expanding the range of questions that can be tackled by 
macrogenetics. Causal analyses can be used to under-
stand biological processes underlying macrogenetic 
patterns. They can discern direct and indirect relation-
ships between IGV predictors and dependent vari able 
networks129,130. For example, this framework could 
assess how different processes interact to affect both 
IGV patterns and other biodiversity facets (such as spe-
cies diversity patterns77). Machine learning procedures 
can capitalize on large datasets to predictively model 
macrogenetic patterns. For instance, random forests133 
can estimate which IGV metric is the most sensitive to 
a specific process131 and determine the relative impor-
tance of IGV predictors from large sets of life- history, 
geographic and historical predictors19,24. Finally, approxi-
mate Bayesian computation may help disentangle which 
processes generate IGV patterns observed for multiple 
species131. This can also improve evolutionary parameter 
estimation (such as Ne and migration rates) or allow the 
identification of past demographic trends (such as demo-
graphic expansions or bottlenecks66), generating valuable 
information to calibrate IGV forecast models (box 3).

Applications to biodiversity conservation. Macrogenetic 
studies can make great contributions to biodiversity 
conservation by facilitating initiatives to ‘upscale’ moni-
toring through global databases, essential biodiversity 
variables, and big data analytics134. Assessments of multi-
specific IGV patterns over regional to global scales will 
help pinpoint IGV hotspots20,135 and support the incorpo-
ration of IGV into conservation planning and protected 
area design18,136,137. Macrogenetic studies assessing IGV 
across time and space will provide valuable, large- scale 
monitoring opportunities to detect early genetic signals 
of climate change effects that might otherwise escape 
detection or delay in manifestation36. Macrogenetic 
datasets might also be used to predict potential future 
climatic or anthropogenic effects on IGV by overlaying 
projected human development on IGV maps to fore-
cast genetic diversity loss36 or by modelling exposure 
to climate change at the intraspecific genetic level138. 
Macrogenetic studies may also soon permit quantitative 
identification of the most harmful drivers of biodiversity 
loss (for example, reFs27,88), which could guide conser-
vation policy and provide much- needed conservation 
evidence139. Ultimately, observations of large- scale IGV 
patterns must be linked to policy, including national leg-
islation and global initiatives such as the Convention on 
Biological Diversity125,140 or the United Nations Decade 
on Ocean Science141. For this to occur, macrogeneticists 
must not only publish scientific papers but also extend 

the communication of their studies to the general public, 
industry and policy- makers142.

Conclusions
The field of macrogenetics has rapidly expanded thanks 
to open data initiatives, open- source data analysis, tech-
nological innovation and the strong foundations of evo-
lutionary biology disciplines. These factors have enabled 
the field to test core hypotheses and map broad- scale 
IGV patterns. However, some discordance among the 
findings of recent studies highlights the need to over-
come challenges presented by several conceptual and 
methodological factors. Limitations and challenges can 
— and should — be overcome in future studies to move 
the field forward. Capacity- building, comprehensive 
benefit- sharing and appropriate data stewardship (for 
example, considering the FAIR principles and the CARE 
principles for indigenous data governance57,143) are each 
important to resolve current geographical and taxo-
nomic data biases. There are several trade- offs associated 
with each step necessary for improvement (such as cost, 
labour and necessary expertise), making it imperative to 
keep macrogenetics an open, collaborative field.

Genetic diversity is a key biodiversity facet, yet it 
has been long- neglected in conservation policy, plan-
ning and management18,125,140. Macrogenetics has great 
potential to support a global biodiversity monitoring 
system and inform biodiversity conservation. Steps 
are now needed to disseminate macrogenetic insights 
to end- users, including conservation practitioners 
and policy- makers. As the field progresses, we hope 
to see broader taxonomic coverage and integration of 
species- specific traits. Given that most statistical and 
analytical tools used in macrogenetics are repurposed 
from other disciplines (including population genetics 
and comparative phylogeography, among others), we 
also expect — and encourage researchers to undertake 
— in- depth technical explorations of which tools are the 
best suited to analyse upscaled macrogenetic datasets as 
well as the development of new macrogenetics- oriented 
tools. We hope to soon see global Class I macrogenomic 
studies, explorations of adaptive IGV (for example, 
reF.21), multispecies patterns of intraspecific epigenetic 
variation144 and large- scale museomics studies. In the 
future, we hope for interdisciplinary integration of all 
‘macro’ disciplines to develop a unified framework for 
the exploration of multifaceted biodiversity patterns 
across large scales (for example, reF.145). These studies 
will offer unprecedented detail of global patterns of IGV, 
address previously intractable hypotheses and spark the 
development of new hypotheses while helping to curb 
global biodiversity loss.
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Red Queen hypothesis
An evolutionary hypothesis 
that states that antagonistically 
interacting species constantly 
co- evolve in order to adapt to 
each other’s attack and 
defence strategies.

Pooled sequencing
A method of high- throughput 
DNA sequencing in which DNA 
extracts from groups of 
individuals are pooled together 
for sequencing, rather than 
each individual being 
sequenced independently.

Museomics
DNA sequencing of historical 
specimens archived in 
museums, herbaria and other 
natural history collections. 
it typically refers to samples 
that may be decades to 
centuries old.
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